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Projects

Beginner Scratch Sushi Cards

Make a fun game in your �rst Scratch program!

Step 1 Introduction

These Sushi Cards are going to help you learn to create computer programs in Scratch!

What you will make

You will make a game where you move a shark around to try and catch �sh.

Here’s an example of how your �nished game might look:

Press the green �ag to start the game. Use the arrow keys to move the shark around and catch the �sh.

What you will learn

Adding and deleting code blocks

Basic motion: move in steps, and turn by degrees

Using keyboard controls

Using (x, y) coordinates to position sprites

Changing the look of the Stage and of sprites with costumes and show/hide commands

Having multiple sprites on screen

Using forever loops

Detecting when sprites are touching

What you will need

You’re going to need Scratch 2.0, so download and install it on your computer by going to

dojo.soy/downloadscratch2 (http://dojo.soy/downloadscratch2)

Once you’re set up, you can move on to the next step!

http://dojo.soy/downloadscratch2
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Step 2 Getting set up

Once you open Scratch, you’ll see a window like the one below.

Look for each of the following areas and remember where they are.

The Stage

What is the Stage?

This is where your Scratch programs run. It has:

One or more backgrounds (images on the background of the screen)

Any code blocks associated with it (we’ll get to this)

The sprite list

What is a sprite?

Any item you can add on the Stage is a sprite.

A sprite includes:

The image on the Stage

Any extra costumes (looks) it has

Any sounds associated with it

Any code blocks associated with it
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The code blocks palette

Code blocks

Code in Scratch comes in the form of blocks that you connect to make programs. You choose blocks from the

code blocks palette, drag them into the current sprite panel, and then connect them to each other.

There are ten categories of blocks. They are colour-coded, and you can choose between them by clicking on the

items in the list at the top of the code blocks palette.

The current sprite panel

What is the current sprite?

The current sprite is the one that’s selected in the sprite list.

The current sprite panel is where you can see the code, costumes, and sounds for the selected sprite.

Time to get coding!

In the sprite list, click on the Scratch Cat. The cat is now the current sprite.
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Choose the Events category in the code blocks palette, click the when �ag clicked block, and drag it into

the current sprite panel.

when clicked

Then go to Looks in the code blocks palette and �nd this block:

say Hello! for 2 seconds

Click on it, hold down the mouse button, and then just drag it into the current sprite panel and let go of the

button.

Now that the second block is in the current sprite panel, connect it to the bottom of the �rst block by clicking

and dragging it again to move it below the other block until they snap together, like this:

Now click the Start Program button and watch what happens!
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Step 3 Adding and removing code blocks

Great! You’ve written your very �rst Scratch program. Time to learn a little more about getting code in and out of

Scratch! Scratch code is made up of blocks such as these:

You will �nd all blocks in the code blocks palette, sorted into di�erent categories according to what they do.

Using blocks from the di�erent categories

Click on a category name to see the blocks in that category. Here, the Motion category is selected:

All of the blocks in the category you’ve clicked are shown in a list:

You can click on the blcok you want, and then just drag it into the current sprite panel and let go. Once it’s in the

panel, you can move it around and connect it to other blocks.

If you want to see what a block does, you can double-click on it to make it run!

Try double-clicking on some of the blocks to see what they do.

Running the code

Usually, you want your code to run automatically whenever something speci�c happens. This is why many of

your programs will start with a block from the Events category, most often this one:

when clicked

The code blocks connected to this block will run after the green �ag is clicked.
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Code blocks run from top to bottom, so the order in which you snap your blocks together matters. In this

example, the sprite will say Hello! before it will play the meow sound.

Removing or deleting code blocks you don’t want in your program is easy! Just click on the scissors icon, and then

click on the block you want to remove.

Be careful: using the scissors tool will delete all the blocks connected to the block you click on, so make sure to

separate code blocks you want to keep from those you want to remove. If you delete some code blocks by accident

and want to get them back, you can just go to the the Edit menu and click on Undelete to get everything back.

Try adding, deleting, and undeleting some code blocks!

Putting it all together

Now you know how to move code around and make things happen, it’s time for you to create a program to make

the Scratch Cat walk in a circle!

Make sure you have the cat sprite selected in the sprite list, and then drag the following blocks into the sprite

panel and connect them. You’ll �nd them in the Events and Motion lists.

when clicked

move 10 steps

Then, click on the green �ag above the Stage.

You should see the cat walking in a straight line…not exactly what you want, right?
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Note: If you click th �ag too many times and the cat walks away, you can drag it back!

Snap this block to the end to make the cat sprite walk in a circle. It’s in the Motion list too.

turn 15 degrees

How does turning work?

This block makes the sprite turn 15 degrees of the full 360 degrees that make up a circle. You can change that

number, and the number of steps, by clicking on the number and typing in a new value.

Now save your work! You do this by going to the File menu and clicking Save. Remember to save your program

regularly while you code!

Top tip

You can also click Save as to save a copy of your program under a di�erent name.
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Step 4 Setting the scene

Scratch has a library of backgrounds and sprites for you to use to make your project look awesome.

Select the Stage.

Click on Backdrops.

Click the Choose backdrop from library icon.

Then pick your favourite underwater background!
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Great! Of course, now you have a cat underwater, and cats aren’t usually big fans of that. But you can �x that,

because you can turn the cat into a shark!

First, select the cat sprite and click on the Costumes tab.

Then, click on Choose costume from Library

Select this shark image and click OK.

Now remove the cat costumes by selecting each of them and clicking on the x.

Now you have a shark – excellent!
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Step 5 Moving things around

Right now your shark moves in a circle, and it would be much more fun to control it with the arrow keys. On this

card, you’re going learn how to do that!

Start by deleting all code that you have for the shark.

As you’ve probably guessed, you’re going to need Event and Motion blocks again!

This time, look for this block and drag it into the current sprite panel:

when space key pressed

Click the little arrow (▼) beside space. You will see a list of all your keyboard keys that you can pick from.

You’re going to need four of the when key pressed blocks — one for each of your arrow keys. To make your shark

move, you’ll need to connect these blocks to Motion blocks like this:

when left arrow key pressed

move -10 steps

when right arrow key pressed

move 10 steps

when up arrow key pressed

when down arrow key pressed

Note: -10 means ‘go back 10 steps’.

Add the blocks shown above to your program, and click the green �ag to test out your code.

Now your shark moves back and forwards, which is pretty cool, but it doesn’t move up or down. Also, if you look

through the Motion blocks, you’ll see there are no blocks for ‘up’ or ‘down’. There are a whole bunch of them related

to x and y coordinates though — let’s try those!

Grab two change y by blocks, and update your code like this:

when left arrow key pressed

move -10 steps

when right arrow key pressed

move 10 steps
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when up arrow key pressed

change y by 10

when down arrow key pressed

change y by -10

Now when you press the arrows keys, the shark moves all over the stage!

How do x- and y-coordinates work?

To talk about the positions of objects, such as sprites, we often use x- and y-coordinates. The x-axis of the

Stage coordinate system runs from left to right, and the y-axis runs from bottom to top.

A sprite can be located by the coordinates of its centre, for example (15, -27), where 15 is its position along

the x-axis , and -27 its position along the y-axis.

To get a feel for how this actually works, drag the go to block from the Motion list into the current sprite

panel. You don’t need to connect it to anything.

go to x: 15 y: -27

Next, click on the numbers for x and y, �ll them in with di�erent numbers, and then double-click on the

block. Try di�erent pairs values to see where the shark goes! In Scratch, the x-axis goes from -240 to 240,

and the y-axis goes from -180 to 180.

Restarting the game

The shark moves all over the screen now, but imagine this is a game: how do you restart it, and what happens at

the start of each game?

You need to get the shark to its original location when the player starts the game. They’ll start this game by clicking

on the green �ag, so you need to change the shark sprite’s x- and y-coordinates when that happens.

That’s actually pretty easy! The centre of the stage is (0, 0) in (x, y) coordinates.

So all you need is an Event block for that green �ag, and the go to block from Motion.

Drag a when green �ag clicked Event block onto the current sprite panel.
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when clicked

Then �nd the go to Motion block, and attach it to your �ag Event block.

when clicked

go to x: 0 y: 0

Set the both the x and the y coordinate to 0 in the go to block if they are not already 0.

Now click the green �ag: you should see the shark return to the centre of the stage!
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Step 6 All the sprites

Now you have a shark that you can move around using the arrow keys. Nice! Time to add some �sh for it to catch.

Click the New sprite button, and on the screen that opens, choose a �sh.

If your �sh is a bit big compared to your shark, you can use the grow and shrink buttons to make both sprites the

right size!

Click on grow or shrink, and then click on one of the sprites to make it bigger or smaller.

Great! Later, you’re going to add some code to make the �sh move around on its own, without help from the player.

Your player will move the shark and try to catch the �sh.

What about the backwards shark?

It does look a little funny to have that shark swimming backwards. Just like you’d usually turn around rather than

walking backwards, the shark would turn around rather than swimming backwards. Luckily for you, Scratch has

a block for this!

The point in direction block lets you pick the direction your sprite is pointing in. You’ll �nd it in the Motion

blocks section. You can type in any number, but the block comes with the four directions you’ll need most: up,

down, left, and right.

Grab a couple of copies of the point in direction block from the Motion list and connect them to your

shark’s code, like this:

when left arrow key pressed

point in direction -90

move 10 steps

when right arrow key pressed

point in direction 90

move 10 steps

Change the number of steps in the move blocks from -10 to 10.
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If you try moving the shark around now after you’ve added the point in direction blocks, you might notice

something a little strange happening. The shark may not be turning quite right!

Why does it go upside down?

The problem here is that the shark sprite started, as all sprites do, with the ‘all around’ rotation style, and what

you need it to have is the ‘left-right’ style.

As usual, there’s a block for that, and it’s in Motion!

Look in the Motion category for the block set rotation style.

Add the block to your reset code from earlier, and set the rotation style to left-right, like this:

when clicked

set rotation style left-right

go to x: 0 y: 0
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Step 7 Remote-control �sh

Ok, now it’s time to make the �sh swim on its own. To do this, you’re going to need a new kind of block: a Control

block.

First, select your �sh sprite!

Drag a when green �ag clicked Event block, a forever Control block, and a move 10 steps Motion

block into the sprite panel, like this:

when clicked

forever

move 10 steps

What does the new block do?

Control blocks make your program do things a certain number of times, or under certain conditions.

Here, the �sh does whatever is inside the forever block over and over again on a loop, forever. So once it has

done the last thing (block) inside the forever block, it starts over at the top and does everything again, and so

on.

Now click the green �ag and watch what happens!

Well, that �sh just crashed into the side of the Stage, and it was moving far too fast for your shark to catch.

First, you need to slow the �sh down. That’s actually pretty easy, you just need it to wait for a little while after it

moves those 10 steps. There’s a Control block that will help you here:

wait 1 seconds

Add the wait block into your code inside the forever block, and change the number to 0.5, like this:

when clicked

forever

move 10 steps

wait 0.5 seconds

Making adjustments

The number you set in the wait block says how many seconds you want the �sh to wait. 0.5 is half a second.

You can test out di�erent values to see which is the best for the game. And remember that you can change the

number of steps inside the move block too!

The �sh moves now, but you need it to bounce o� the edge of the Stage too. Yet again, there’s a Motion block for

this!
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Find the if on edge bounce block, and add it in after the wait block.

What does the new block do?

The if on edge bounce block checks if the sprite is touching the edge of the Stage and, if it is, it turns left,

right, up, or down as appropriate.

Of course, this will lead to an upside-down �sh, so you need a set rotation style block again.

Update your code to set the rotation style of the �sh to left-right at the beginning of the sprite’s script:

when clicked

set rotation style left-right

forever

move 10 steps

wait 0.5 seconds

if on edge, bounce

The �sh moves backwards and forwards now, but only in a straight line — a bit too easy for the player to catch with

the shark! You need to make the �sh less predictable.

You already know from a previous step how to make a sprite turn, so start there!

Add a turn into the �sh’s swimming instructions, and click the green �ag.

when clicked

set rotation style left-right

forever

move 10 steps

turn 10 degrees

wait 0.5 seconds

if on edge, bounce

It’s better, but there’s still too much of a pattern. It needs to be more random. Luckily, Scratch can do random for

you! You’ll just need a new kind of block, called an operator block.

What's an operator?

Operators take in one or more values (like numbers, text, or True/False values) and give back a single value.

You can tell the kind of value it will give back by the shape of the block: round ends give numbers or text, pointy

ends give True/False.

+

join hello world

=
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Find the pick random operator block, and plug it into the turn degrees Motion block by clicking it and

dragging it into the �eld where you set the number of degrees.

when clicked

set rotation style left-right

forever

move 10 steps

turn pick random 1 to 10 degrees

wait 0.5 seconds

if on edge, bounce

Note: you can change the minimum and maximum numbers it will pick, but the default values (1 and 10) are

pretty good for this game, so you can just leave them.

Then click the green �ag to run the code!

So what does the forever block do now?

The forever block now makes the �sh sprite do four things in order:

�. Move forward

�. Turn a little bit

�. Wait brie�y

�. Check whether it’s at the edge of the Stage

Once the sprite has done the check, it will start at the beginning of the loop again and move, turn, wait, check,

for as long as you let your Scratch program run.

Cool! Next up: catching that �sh!
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Step 8 Fishing!

The shark moves, the �sh swims, but they don’t interact: if the �sh swims right into the shark’s mouth, nothing

happens. Time to change that!

First, you need to know if the �sh is touching the shark. For this, you’ll need a Control block and a Sensing block.

Add the if...then Control block inside the forever loop of the �sh sprite, below the if on edge 
bounce block.

Drag the touching... block into the space at the top of the if...then block, and click the little triangle to

select the shark sprite’s name. If you haven’t changed it, it’ll be ‘Sprite1’.

if on edge, bounce

if touching Sprite1 ? then

How does it work?

The if...then Control block needs to be given a True/False value.

Sensing blocks collect information, like where the sprite is, what it’s touching, etc. You’re using this block:

touching Sprite1 ?

From this block’s pointy ends, you can tell it’s going to give you the True/False value that the if...then
block needs.

Of course, you’ve just added an if...then block without adding anything for the ‘then’ part. So at the moment

your script is checking whether the �sh sprite is touching the shark sprite, but it’s not making anything happen in

response.

You can make the �sh disappear, as if the shark ate it, by using the hide block.

Find the hide block in the Looks list, and put it inside the if...then block, like so:

if touching Sprite1 ? then

hide

Now once the shark catches the �sh, the �sh disappears for good. That’s not great.

Put the show block from Looks in at the very start of the �sh code, so you can reset the game.
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when clicked

show

set rotation style left-right

forever

That’s already better, but you don’t want the player to have to restart the game every time they catch a single �sh!

Update the code inside your if...then block to look like this:

if on edge, bounce

if touching Sprite1 ? then

hide

wait 1 seconds

go to x: pick random -240 to 240 y: pick random -180 to 180

show

How does this work?

You are being clever here: when the �sh is hidden, it waits, moves, and then shows up again.

It looks like lots of �sh keep appearing, but it’s that one sprite moving around!

That’s a game! But there’s no way to keep score yet, or to win. You can �x that too — on the next card!
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Step 9 Keeping score

To keep score of how many �sh the player catches, you’ll need somewhere to store the score, a way of adding to it,

and a way of resetting it when the game is restarted.

First: storing the score! Go to the Data blocks category and click Make a Variable.

Enter Score as the name.

Check out your new variable and the blocks for it!
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What are variables?

When you want to store information in a program, you use something called a variable. Think of it like a box with

a label on it: you can put something in it, check what’s in it, and change what’s in it. You’ll �nd variables in the

Data section, but you need to create them �rst for them to show up there!

Now you need to update the variable whenever the shark eats a �sh, and to reset it when the game is restarted.

Doing both is pretty easy:

From the Data section, take the set Score to 0 and change Score by 1 blocks and put them into your

program:

Code for the shark

when clicked

set Score to 0

set rotation style left-right

go to x: 0 y: 0
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Code for the �sh

if touching Sprite1 ? then

change Score by 1

hide

wait 1 seconds

go to x: pick random -240 to 240 y: pick random -180 to 180

show

Cool! Now you’ve got a score and everything.

Challenge: winning the game

Pick a score at which the player wins, and make something cool happen. Maybe the shark congratulates them,

or a “You win!” sprite appears, or music plays, or…you get the idea!
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